
Slide Combo
Comic Bouncy
Castle
Order a Slide Combo Bouncy Castle in the Comic theme online.

Slide and bounce into the world of comics: with a striking Slide Combo Bouncy Castle, it's all possible.
The Slide Combo Comic is highly appealing to children. Thanks to the original design with vibrant colors, a
cool rocket, and eye-catching comics, it's a true success at every children's birthday, neighborhood party,
or any other event. This bouncy castle with a slide in a comic theme has everything it takes to turn it into
a celebration!

Bouncing Fun for Everyone on the Slide Combo Comic Bouncy Castle

Set up the comic in�atable easily within 10 minutes. The Slide Combo is covered, protecting children from
rain and bright sun. An ideal form of entertainment in various weather conditions. This bouncy castle is
easy to transport due to its compact rolled-up size. The castle comes with a blower, anchoring materials,
a transport bag, and a clear manual. Everything is ready for a delightful experience.

The Slide Combo Comic Bouncy Castle is reinforced at multiple points and double-stitched. It is made of
strong, high-quality PVC, making it durable and easy to clean. A JB bouncy castle comes with a 5-year
warranty, ensuring years of optimal playtime.

JB In�atables: Leading Supplier of In�atable Objects.

For years, JB has been the European market leader in designing and manufacturing, among other things,
bouncy castles, obstacle courses, eye-catchers, and other in�atables. Our customers are assured of our
professional service and delivery. Opt for quality – choose an in�atable from JB!

In�ated product

Length 16ft

Width 13ft

Height 11ft

Amount of players 6

Setup / dismantling

Setup/Dismantling duration approx. 10 minutes

Persons to setup/dismantle 1 person

Blowers 1,1 kW x 1

Weight per blower Blower 1,1 kW = 17 kg

Speci�cations packaged product

Length 2ft

Depth 3ft

Weight 130kg

Amount of packages 1x

General

SKU 01.066.001.038

Warranty 5 years warranty

Service 5 Year service

Including Logbook/manual
Repair kit
Anchoring material
Blower(s)
Transport bag


